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Abstract The locations of sensor nodes are very important to many wireless
sensor networks (WSNs). When WSNs are deployed in hostile environments,
two issues about sensors’ locations need to be considered. First, attackers
may attack the localization process to make estimated locations incorrect.
Second, since sensor nodes may be compromised, the base station (BS) may
not trust the locations reported by sensor nodes. Researchers have proposed
two techniques, secure localization and location verification, to solve these
two issues respectively. In this paper, we present a survey of current work on
both secure localization and location verification. We first describe the attacks
against localization and location verification, and then we classify and describe
existing solutions. We also implement typical secure localization algorithms of
one popular category and study their performance by simulations.
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1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are composed of small, low cost, and low
power sensor nodes [1]. WSNs are expected to be widely used in different appli-
cations, e.g., environmental applications like volcano monitoring, and military
applications like battlefield surveillance [1]. In most of the applications, WSNs
are deployed in unattended (even hostile) environments, where we must con-
sider security issues to ensure the operations of WSNs.

The locations of sensor nodes are very important to many WSNs. This is
because first the events detected by sensor nodes usually should be bound with
locations, e.g., a moving tank detected at location loc. Second, many network
operations also depend on the locations of sensor nodes, e.g., geographic rout-
ing [23], geographic key distribution [32], and location-based authentication
[44]. Now many localization algorithms for WSNs have been proposed [37, 54].

When WSNs are deployed in hostile environments, the attackers may at-
tack the localization process to make estimated locations incorrect. They can
achieve this by jamming and replaying signals [56, 20], as well as compro-
mising some nodes [4]. Incorrect locations may lead to severe consequences,
e.g., wrong military decisions on the battlefield and mistakenly granting ac-
cess rights to people. Thus, it is important to ensure the correctness of sensors’
locations.

We should consider the correctness of sensors’ locations from two aspects.
On one hand, since sensors themselves need to get their correct locations (e.g.,
to correctly track an object), we need secure location determination, which is
called secure localization in the paper. On the other hand, the base station
(BS) also needs to ensure that the sensors’ locations it learns are correct (e.g.,
to make sure an event really happened somewhere). However, when the BS
needs to learn sensors’ locations from sensors (i.e., in node-centric localization
as we will explain later), the sensor nodes may be compromised and they may
intentionally report false locations to the BS. Thus, we need to verify the
locations learnt from sensors. We call this location verification.

In this paper we survey the current work on the above two issues, secure
localization and location verification. This paper is extended from a prelim-
inary version [58]. There are several related review articles in the literature
(e.g., [49, 5, 15]); however, they survey one field only (i.e., secure localization
only or location verification only) and do not present any quantitative com-
parison. In this paper, we survey the two related fields, secure localization and
location verification, with up-to-date references at the same time, to provide a
more comprehensive review on the security of sensor’s location. Furthermore,
we provide quantitative performance comparison of typical secure localization
algorithms of one popular category (i.e., the filtering method introduced later)
by simulations. The results suggest that there is still room for improvement.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first describe the problems
that secure localization and location verification try to solve in Section 2, and
review the known attacks in Section 3. Then we describe current research
articles on secure localization and location verification in Section 4 and Section
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5 respectively. Finally we present the conclusions and point out several open
research problems in Section 6.

2 Problem statement

In this section we define the problems that secure localization and location
verification try to solve.

2.1 Secure localization

We describe localization before describing secure localization. A sensor net-
work usually contains two kinds of nodes: common nodes and beacon nodes.
Common nodes do not know their locations, and beacon nodes know their
locations (e.g., by GPS). Then, the localization process is to estimate the lo-
cations of the common nodes. Such process can be divided into two steps (with
an optional refinement step), as shown in Fig.1(a):

– Information collection: The information for localization is collected, which
may include connectivities, distances, and angles between nodes, as well
as locations of beacons and preliminary estimated locations (e.g., in [45])
of common nodes. The distances between neighbor nodes can be measured
by received signal strength indicator (RSSI), time of arrival (ToA), or time
difference of arrival (TDoA) [46]; the distances between multihop-away
nodes can be measured by DV-hop [41] or DV-distance [41]. The angles
can be measured by angle of arrival (AoA) [42].

– Location computation: Locations are computed with the collected infor-
mation. Simple computation algorithms include trilateration [41], multi-
lateration [46], and triangulation [42]. More complicated computation al-
gorithms include MDS-MAP [48] (localizing the network as a whole), and
RobustQuad [40] (coping with noisy measurements).

The optional refinement step is for iteratively computing locations. In this step
the localization algorithm may collect new information (for example, in [46]
localized nodes become new beacons and broadcast their locations) and may
use new computation algorithms (for example, in [45, 47, 36], new algorithms
are executed after obtaining nodes’ coarse locations). There are several survey
articles for WSN localization [26, 37, 54].

Localization systems can be classified by different methods. They can be
classified into node-centric and infrastructure-centric [9, 10]. In the former
sensor nodes compute their locations by themselves. In the latter the infras-
tructure1 computes the locations of sensor nodes. They can also be classified
into one-hop localization and multi-hop localization [37]. In the former com-
mon nodes are localized only based on one-hop neighbor beacons, whereas

1 We refer to the infrastructure as the BS and any other nodes the BS trusts, e.g., special
mobile stations [61].
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Fig. 1 Localization and location verification process.

in the latter distant beacons are also used. The localization systems can also
be classified into range-based and range-free [19]. In range-based systems, the
distances or angles between nodes need to be measured in the information-
collection step, while they do not need to be measured in range-free systems.

Secure localization (sometimes also called secure positioning [9]) is pro-
posed to solve the vulnerabilities of current insecure localization systems [7,
27]. Most of current localization systems explicitly or implicitly assume trusted
environments, in which information like distances between nodes can be ob-
tained correctly [37]. However, in reality, the adversaries in the environments
may intend to disturb the localization. The adversaries may compromise some
nodes (common nodes and beacon nodes) [4], as well as intercept, jam, mod-
ify, and replay packets [56, 20]. Then the estimated locations will be seriously
distorted [7, 27, 57]. Secure localization tries to solve such vulnerabilities and
makes the localization process still function properly under attacks. Secure
localization systems can be similarly classified (as in the above paragraph).

2.2 Location verification

The infrastructure may not trust the claimed (reported) locations of sensors
in node-centric localization systems2. First, indeed, if a localization system
is infrastructure-centric, the infrastructure will trust the estimation locations
and no verification is needed, because the locations are computed by the in-
frastructure itself (the locations may still be incorrect due to attacks, but
securing the localization process is the only thing it can do). Second, however,
if a localization system is node-centric, the nodes may be compromised and
may intentionally report false locations (even if their locations are obtained
through secure localization). So the infrastructure may not simply trust the
reported locations. An approach is to add tamper-resistant hardware at each

2 Sensors using other sensors’ locations may not trust these locations either. However,
they usually trust the infrastructure. So if locations are verified by the infrastructure as
later introduced, they will trust these locations.
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node to make node honestly report its location; however such an approach will
increase the cost of node and was also shown to be problematic in practice [2].

Thus, when localization system is node-centric, location verification is a
sound method for the infrastructure to check the correctness of sensors’ re-
ported locations. In this paper such verification is called (secure) location
verification3. In location verification, a sensor node to be verified usually is
called the prover and the infrastructure executing the verification is called the
verifier [6]. The verification process can be divided into three steps as shown
in Fig.1(b): 1) get reported location from the prover, 2) information collec-
tion (for example, the information may be distance measurement between the
verifier and the prover), and 3) location verification.

3 Attacks against localization and location verification systems

In this section we discuss the possible attacks to localization and location
verification systems. We note that adversaries can only attack the “information
collection” step of localization system, and the “get reported location” and
“information collection” steps of location verification system. This is because
only in these steps the systems obtain information from the outside, and in
other steps the systems only run computation at trusted places (e.g., at node
itself in node-centric localization).

Then we can enumerate all the elementary attacks (or meta attacks) ac-
cording to their effects. For example, if a localization system collects range
measurements between nodes in the “information collection” step, an adver-
sary can launch range-change attacks to make the system collect wrong range
measurements. However, we will only list typical elementary attacks below
since others are similar to deduce.

We also list some well-known combinational attacks, which are composed of
several elementary attacks. For example, in localization, a wormhole attack [20]
can make victim nodes receive non-existent beacon locations (beacon locations
that they should not receive) and corresponding false range measurements. So,
in effect wormhole attack can be consider as the combination of false beacon
location attack and range-change attack. Combinational attacks generally are
more destructive than elementary attacks since they result in more erroneous
information at the same time.

3.1 Elementary attacks

We list typical elementary attacks here.
Range-change attack: In this attack an attacker changes the range or

AoA measurements between nodes [12]. For example, if a measurement is

3 We think here the word “secure” is optional, because “location verification” already
implies there are adversaries, and the solutions for location verification should be secure
otherwise they will be useless.
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RSSI-based, the attacker can increase or decrease the compromised node’s
transmission power. This attack has effects on both localization and location
verification systems. For example, reducing the range measurement between
node A and B may distort the estimated location of B when A is a beacon,
and may also make A wrongly believe that B is nearer when A is a verifier.

False beacon location attack: In this attack an attacker makes the
victim node receive false beacon locations or beacon locations that should not
be received by it. For example, an attacker has compromised a beacon and then
he can make the beacon broadcast false location. This attack only applies to
localization systems.

False reported location attack: This attack is straightforward; a mali-
cious node reports false location, when it is asked for its location in location
verification system.

3.2 Combinational attacks

We list typical combinational attacks here.
Impersonation: In this attack an attacker impersonates other nodes in

the network. For example, in localization systems, an attacker may imperson-
ate beacon nodes to broadcast false locations and induce false range measure-
ments (e.g., by increasing transmission power), and in location verification
systems, an attacker may impersonate a victim node to make verifiers believe
that the node is at the attacker’s location. This attack can be defeated by
authentication.

Wormhole attack: In this attack an attacker records packets at one lo-
cation in the network, tunnels them to another location, and replays them
[20]. The replay attack described in [33] can be considered as a zero-length-
wormhole attack. In localization systems, wormhole attack will make the bea-
cons on one side appear on another side and make the collected information
erroneous. In location verification systems, an attacker may tunnel the packets
of a prover to another location and make verifiers believe that the prover is at
the false location.

Sybil attack: In this attack an attacker has obtained several node identi-
ties, and then he can make one compromised node masquerade as several nodes
at the same time. For example, in localization systems, one compromised node
may masquerade as several beacons (their identities are compromised by the
attacker), and sends false locations as well as induces false range measure-
ments. We only consider this attack in localization systems.

Location-reference attack: This attack is against some localization sys-
tems, in which each common node gets a location-reference set4 for localization
(e.g., in [46, 41, 45]), and the attack is to change a subset of location refer-
ences [34]. According to the smart level, the attack can be classified into three

4 The set can be denoted as {<loci, di> | 1≤i≤n}, where loci, di, and n are the location of
the i beacon, the distance between the beacon and the common node, and the total number
of heard beacons respectively. Location reference <loci, di> corresponds to beacon i.
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Fig. 2 Three types of location-reference attacks: (1) uncoordinated, (2) collusion, and (3)
pollution attacks. In the figure only P is the real location of the common node.

types: uncoordinated attack, collusion attack, and pollution attack. Exemplary
scenarios are shown in Fig.2. In uncoordinated attack, different bad location
references are to mislead the common node to different false locations, e.g.,
P1 and P2 in the figure. In collusion attack, all bad location references are to
mislead the common node to the same randomly chosen false location. This
attack is more powerful, but it is still can be defeated when normal location
references are in the majority [31]. In pollution attack, all bad location ref-
erences are to mislead the common node, to a specially chosen false location
which still conforms to some normal location references. This attack may suc-
ceed even when normal location references are in the majority [60]. We will
study the localization errors of several secure localization algorithms under
the three attacks later in Section 4.3.

4 Solutions for secure localization

Many secure localization systems have been proposed. As we mentioned they
can be classified into two types, node-centric and infrastructure-centric.

Based on their design goals, existing solutions can be further classified
into three methods: 1) the prevention method, to prevent the adversaries from
producing erroneous information, 2) the detection method, to detect and revoke
the nodes producing erroneous information, and 3) the filtering method, to filter
the received erroneous information in the location computation step.

4.1 Node-centric secure localization

The prevention method: Researchers proposed several solutions belonging
to the prevention method [27, 28, 7, 8, 29]. In SeRLoc [27], Lazos et al. used
trusted nodes called locators to replace beacons. The locators are equipped
with sectored antennas and have longer transmission range. When a node hears
multiple locators, it computes the center of gravity of sectors corresponding to
the locators as its location. They later proposed an improved method, HiRLoc
[28], which achieves higher accuracy by rotating locator’s antenna and varying
locator’s transmission power in localization.
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In [7, 8], Capkun et al. proposed SPINE based on the verifiable multilater-
ation (VM) technique introduced by them. In VM, if a node is inside a triangle
formed by any three nodes with known locations, through RF-based DB (ra-
dio frequency based distance bounding) [6] the location of the node can be
uniquely determined. In SPINE, all the distance measurements are verified by
VM triangles formed by surrounding sensor nodes, so nodes cannot produce
erroneous distance measurements.

In [29], combining the techniques in SeRLoc [27] and VM [7, 8], Lazos et
al. proposed ROPE. In ROPE each node obtains its exact location by VM
when it is inside at least one triangle formed by locators, or still estimates its
location by center of gravity when it is not inside any triangle. In [57], Zeng
et al. proposed SHOLOC to prevent the compromised nodes from reducing
the hop counts in hop-count based localization algorithms. Their method is to
represent the value of hop count by the number of hash operations on a nonce.

The detection method: Two solutions have been proposed in this cat-
egory [33, 51, 50], and they both focus on detecting malicious beacons. In
[33], Liu et al. proposed to use detecting beacons to detect malicious bea-
cons broadcasting false locations. The detecting beacons first pretend to be
common nodes and send requests to other beacons. Then they compare the
distances computed by using their locations and the replied locations, with
the measured distances. If the distances are inconsistent, the beacons being
checked are malicious and will be revoked.

In DRBTS [51, 50], Srinivasan et al. generalized the solution of Liu et
al. [33] by employing beacons to maintain reputations for their neighbor bea-
cons. Each beacon computes reputations of its neighbor beacons based on the
overheard location replies as well as the reputation values heard from other
beacons. Common sensor nodes will only use beacons trusted by other bea-
cons (i.e., such beacons’ reputations are above a threshold) to compute their
locations.

The filtering method: There are many algorithms belonging to this
method [34, 35, 31, 53, 38, 39, 25, 62]. They all focus on filtering the bad
location references in a location-reference set. In [34, 35] Liu et al. proposed
ARMMSE and a voting-based algorithm (Vote). The ARMMSE is to obtain a
subset of location references, which satisfies that the mean square error of the
location computed by the subset is below a threshold. In Vote, the minimum
rectangle covering all the location references is divided into cells, and each
location reference votes to the divided cells according to its observation. Then
a new rectangle is selected to cover the cells with the highest vote. If the new
rectangle is smaller than the previous one, it will be further divided into cells
to vote. Otherwise, the algorithm outputs the centroid of current cells with
the highest vote as the estimated location.

In [31] Li et al. proposed to use LMS [43] to filter bad location references.
Different from traditional methods that minimize the mean square error [46],
LMS method is to minimize the median of square errors:

loc0 = argmin
loc0

medi
[
|loci − loc0| − di

]2
, (1)
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where loci and di are the location and distance in the i location reference
respectively, and |loca − locb| is the Euclidean distance between two locations
loca and locb, and loc0 is the estimated location.

In [53] Wang et al. proposed i-Multihop algorithm, which aims to filter
distance measurements that are larger than or smaller than their real values.
The optimization computation of i-Multihop is described as below:

loc0 = argmin
loc0

(
−
∑

(|loc0 − loci|)2 + k
∑

εi

)
(2)

subject to |loc0 − loci| ≤ di + εi,

where k is a large weight coefficient (e.g., 106) and εis are slack variables.
In [38, 39], Misra et al. proposed a method to filter compromised beacons,

where distance bounding [6] is used and then attackers can only enlarge dis-
tance measurements. Their method is to compute the geometric center of the
intersection of circles corresponding to location references.

In [62] Zhong et al. proved that when there are no more than n−3
2 compro-

mised beacons (i.e., k ≤ n−3
2 )5, we can definitely compute the location of node

with an error bound, where n and k are the number of total and compromised
beacons respectively. However, such result is proved under the condition that
ϵ (i.e., the maximum measurement error) is ideally small ; in [60] Zeng et al.
showed that an adversary can still seriously distort the estimated location with
pollution attack, when k ≤ n−3

2 holds and ϵ is practically small. In [62] Zhong
et al. also proposed two localization algorithms, based on finding a location
inside k + 3 rings.

4.2 Infrastructure-centric secure localization

Infrastructure-centric localization systems usually belong to the prevention
method, since they have reliable infrastructure (and without vulnerable beacon
nodes). Capkun et al. [9, 10] proposed a method to localize nodes based on
covert base stations (CBS). The public base station (PBS) first sends a nonce
to a node. When the node replies to the nonce, all the CBS will compute
its location together based on the TDoA method. Then if the actual time
differences deviate from the supposed values over a threshold, an attack is
detected and the estimated location is rejected.

Zhang et al. [61] proposed SLS for UWB (ultra-wideband) sensor networks.
The authors assume that there is a set of trusted anchors which can perform
group movement in the deployment field. In SLS, first, each anchor performs
an algorithm called K-Distance to measure the distance between the anchor
and the node to be localized. Second, anchors send the measured distances to
the anchor leader to compute node’s location. Third, SLS employs a location
validity test by checking whether the computed location is inside the polygon

5 It is equal to say that the condition g ≥ k + 3 should hold, where g is the number of
normal beacons. In [38] a similar result is proved.
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formed by all the anchors. This test is similar to but more general than VM
[7, 8] since polygon is not limited to triangle. He at al. [18] later proposed ESLS
to improve the SLS [61] scheme in defeating distance enlargement attacks, and
used Petri net to formally verify the security of ESLS.

Anjum et al. [3] proposed SLA to securely localize nodes based on trans-
mission range (TR) variation. Here the anchors are assumed to be reliable and
can vary their TRs to several values. In the localization process the BS let
anchors transmit different nonces with different TRs. Each sensor then sends
its received nonces to the BS. The BS computes sensors’ locations based on
the unique sets of nonces corresponding to different locations.

4.3 Comparison of secure localization solutions

We compare existing solutions in Table 1, showing their types, resistance to
attacks, and requirements on special hardware. We can see that compared
with node-centric secure localization systems, infrastructure-centric systems
always need to deploy new and reliable infrastructure; however, they also have
advantages, e.g., no need for location verification. Secure localization systems
belonging to the prevention method usually provide higher resistance to at-
tacks, but they usually need additional hardware as well. In contrast, secure
localization systems purely following the filtering method usually do not need
any additional hardware, and provide relatively lower resistance.

The three methods, prevention, detection, and filtering, are from radical to
conservative, and they may operate in defend-in-depth manner. For example, a
system can use prevention, detection, and filtering methods as the first, second,
and last lines of defense respectively. Then, if preventing the adversaries from
penetration fails, the compromised entities may still be detected and revoked in
the detection defense, or the erroneous information caused by the compromised
entities is filtered in the last filtering defense. Some existing systems already
combine more than one method in their design [29, 28, 57].

Since there are many algorithms [34, 31, 53, 38, 25, 62] belonging to the
filtering method, next we simulate to make a quantitative comparison between
them. We implement six different localization algorithms: MMSE6 [46], LMS
[31], ARMMSE [34], Vote [34], i-Multihop [53], and FastHeuristic [62]. In all
simulations, we randomly deploy 15 normal beacon nodes and k (k from 0 to
14 in steps of 1) malicious beacon nodes in a circular region (radius=250m).
The common node to be localized is at the center of the circle. We assume
the transmission range is 250m so the common node can hear all the beacons.
We assume the distance measurement error follows a Normal distribution with
mean 0 and variance ϵ

2 = 15m (ϵ is the maximum measurement error), similar

6 The mean square error of the MMSE method is directly minimized by the fminsearch
function of Matlab (this function uses the simplex search method [16]) but not the linearized
MMSE method [46], because the location computed by the fminsearch function is more ac-
curate [31]. To have a fair comparison, the MMSE subroutines employed by other algorithms
like LMS and ARMMSE all employ the fminsearch function.
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Table 1 Secure localization systems comparison. The fourth column represents whether a
given system can defeat the known attacks against localization, where RC, FB, Im. Wo., Sy.,
and LR are abbreviations for range-change, false beacon location, impersonation, wormhole,
sybil, and location-reference attacks respectively. “Y”, “N”, and “P” mean that the given
system “can”, “cannot” and “partially can” defeat the attacks respectively, and “-” means
an attack is not applicable to the given system.

Can defeat Additional
System Type Method

RC FB Im. Wo. Sy. LR hardware

SeRLoc
[27]

node-
centric

prevention - N Y Y Y - locators with
sectored anten.

HiRLoc
[28]

node-
centric

prevention
filtering

- Y Y Y Y - locators with
sectored anten.

ROPE [29] node-
centric

prevention
filtering

Y Y Y Y Y - locators with
sectored anten.,
DB devices

SPINE [7] node-
centric

prevention Y - Y Y Y - RF-based DB
devices

Liu et al.
[33]

node-
centric

detection Y Y Y Y N N none

DRBTS
[51]

node-
centric

detection Y Y Y N N N none

Filtering
methods
[34, 31, 38,
53, 25, 62]

node-
centric

filtering P P Y N N P usually none,
only ROSETTA
[38] needs DB
devices

Capkun et
al. [9]

infra.-
centric

prevention - - Y Y - - PBS and CBSs

SLS [61],
ESLS [18]

infra.-
centric

prevention Y - Y Y - - mobile anchors

SLA [3] infra.-
centric

prevention Y - Y N - - reliable anchors

to the setting in [62]. We measure the localization errors of different algorithms
under three kinds of location-reference attacks: uncoordinated, collusion, and
pollution. All the results are the averages of 200 runs. Our simulation code is
available at http://zyingp.110mb.com/s_loc.html.

Fig.3(a) shows the localization error under uncoordinated location-reference
attack. In this simulation, the false locations of the common node (locations
that the malicious beacon nodes try to mislead the common node to) are ran-
domly selected in the circular area but are more than 150m away from the real
location. We can find that MMSE, ARMMSE, and Vote have very similar lo-
calization errors when there is no bad beacon; their localization errors are also
smaller than all other algorithms then. When the number of malicious beacons
(k) is increased, although the localization errors of most algorithms (except
FastHeuristic) are increasing, the insecure localization algorithm MMSE is the
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severest one (its localization error increases by nearly three times in the worst
case). The increment of localization error of Vote is a bit larger than other se-
cure localization algorithms. Among all the algorithms, FastHeuristic always
has the greatest localization error. Also, its localization error decreases when
k is increased. This is because it just outputs a location in the intersection of
⌊n−3

2 ⌋+ 3 = ⌊ 15+k−3
2 ⌋+ 3 = ⌊k

2 ⌋+ 9 rings [62], and the intersection becomes
smaller and smaller when k is increased.

Fig.3(b) shows the localization error under collusion location-reference at-
tack. This simulation is similar to the uncoordinated one except that all the
malicious beacons choose the same false location to mislead the common node.
We can see that all the algorithms perform worse now. When k is increased,
the localization errors of i-Multihop and FastHeuristic are very stable, which
show that they are highly resistant to the collusion attack. In contrast, the lo-
calization errors of other algorithms, especially ARMMSE, become very large
when k is more than 8. This is because the collusion attack makes the false
location more and more look like the real location of the common node (e.g.,
the mean square error at the false location is lower).

We draw the localization errors of different algorithms under pollution
location-reference attack in Fig.3(c). Our current pollution strategy is designed
against resilient localization algorithms (defined in [60]) such as Vote, but it
also has effects on other algorithms. We can see that the localization errors
of all the algorithms are larger than the corresponding errors in the case of
collusion attack, because pollution attack can catch such chances that collusion
attack may miss: finding out the right location that it can successfully mislead
the victim node to. The localization error of FastHeuristic is still stable here,
because FastHeuristic considers rings intersecting with more other rings first,
which makes it not a pure resilient localization algorithm and become more
resistant to current pollution strategy.

We may have two observations from the above simulations. First, we can
find that from uncoordinated to pollution the three attacks are successively
more powerful. However, fortunately, the adversaries must also launch them
with successively higher costs. In collusion attack, compared with the case
in uncoordinated attack, malicious beacons need communications to reach a
consensus on the false location to mislead. To launch a pollution attack, an
adversary should further know the locations of both the normal beacons and
the victim common node [60]. Second, we can also find that currently the
solutions that have the lowest localization error under the normal condition
(i.e., MMSE, ARMMSE, and Vote), are not necessary the solutions that have
the lowest localization error under attacks. It seems that current solutions still
have room for improvement.

5 Solutions for location verification

Based on the goal of verification, we classify existing location-verification solu-
tions into two types: in-region [6, 24, 44, 52, 29] and single-position [12, 9, 10,
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(c) Pollution.

Fig. 3 Localization under different location-reference attacks.

30, 13, 14, 21, 55, 11] solutions. In-region solutions try to verify that whether
nodes (i.e., provers) are inside given regions (e.g., inside a cafe), and single-
position solutions try to verify that whether nodes are at given positions (e.g.,
at loca =<xa, ya>).

Base on the number of nodes verified at a time, we can further classify the
verification algorithms into two types: batch verification [21, 55] and one-by-
one verification [6, 44, 52, 12, 9, 10, 30, 13, 14, 11]. The former verifies a batch
of nodes at a time, and the latter verifies nodes one by one.

5.1 In-region verification

Currently all the solutions we know for in-region verification belong to the
one-by-one verification type. Among them, two solutions are proposed based
on the distance-bounding technique [6]. Brands and Chaum [6] first proposed
distance bounding (DB) to make the prover (P) unable to reduce its distance to
the verifier (V). The bounding process is a rapid bit-exchange process: V sends
bit αi to P, and P sends bit βi = αi ⊕mi to V immediately after it receives
αi, where m is a bit string previously committed to V by P. After that, V can
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compute an upper bound on its distance to P based on the maximum of delay
times between sending out a bit and receiving a bit back. The bounding using
RF (radio frequency) signal requires dedicated hardware [7] (because V needs
to measure the times with nanosecond precision).

In [44] Sastry et al. proposed the Echo protocol, in which each verifier is
in charge of the verification of a small circular region. To verify a prover P
that is inside verifier V’s circular region, V sends a nonce to P using RF and
starts the timer, and the prover P immediately echoes the nonce back using
ultrasound. Then V can use the elapsed time to compute the distance between
them. The Echo protocol is similar to the distance bounding protocol [6] but
it does not require sophisticate hardware (needs no precise clock).

In [52] Vora et al. proposed a new method not based on distance bound-
ing. They divided the verifiers into acceptors and rejectors. The acceptors are
deployed inside the protected region and the rejectors are deployed at the
boundary of protected region. The verification process is that the prover step
by step increases its signal strength and broadcasts a signal, until a verifier
hears the signal and responds. The verifiers accept the prover if none of the
rejectors hears the prover during the process.

5.2 Single-position verification

Batch verification: In [55] Wei et al. proposed two algorithms, GFM and
TI, to detect abnormal sensor locations. GFM first computes four matrices
which represent the neighborhood observed and the neighborhood computed
by estimated locations. Then it uses four metrics to measure whether the
location of a node is abnormal. In TI, each node observing a node i continues
giving an indicator value in respect of i (indicating whether it believes that the
node i has abnormal location). TI accepts a node’s location when the node’s
final indicator value is greater than a threshold.

In [21] Hwang et al. proposed an algorithm for detecting phantom nodes
(nodes claiming false locations) in the network. Each node first creates a local
map using two randomly selected neighbors. Then in such a map, the algorithm
tries to find the largest consistent subset, by checking each node whether its
measured ranges are consistent with its ranges in the map. The above process
is repeated for given times and the largest subset in all runs is selected, which
should contain all the normal nodes.

One-by-one verification: In [12] Du et al. proposed LAD, which uses
deployment information to detect localization anomaly. When sensors are de-
ployed in groups, each node is assumed to follow a two-dimensional Gaussian
distribution, which is centered at the deployment point of the node’s group.
Then the authors proposed three metrics to detect anomaly. Take the Diff met-
ric for example, it represents the difference between node’s actual observation
and expected observation (an observation is a vector µ, where µi represents
the number of neighbors in the i group).
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Table 2 Location verification systems comparison. The fourth column represents whether
a given system can defeat the known attacks against location verification, where RC, FR,
Im., and Wo. are abbreviations for range-change, false reported location, impersonation,
and wormhole attacks respectively. “Y” and “N” mean that the given system “can”, and
“cannot” defeat the attacks respectively, and “-” means an attack is not applicable to the
given system.

Can defeat Additional
System Type Method

RC FR Im. Wo. hardware

DB [6] in-region one-by- one Y Y Y Y verifiers, RF-based
DB devices

Echo [44] in-region one-by- one Y Y Y N verifiers

Vora et al.
[52]

in-region one-by- one - Y Y N verifiers (acceptors,
rejectors)

GMF, TI
[55]

single-pos. batch Y Y Y N none

Hwang et
al. [21]

single-pos. batch Y Y Y N none

LAD [12] single-pos. one-by- one Y Y Y N none

Capkun et
al. [9]

single-pos. one-by- one Y Y Y N (PBS and CBSs) or
(MBS)

In [9, 10] Capkun et al. proposed to use covert base stations (CBS) and
mobile base station (MBS) to verify nodes’ locations. In CBS case, the public
base station (PBS) first sends a nonce to a node and the node replies by
a RF signal and a sound signal. Then each CBS can calculate the distance
between the CBS and the node. Each CBS compares the calculated distance
with distance computed using node’s reported location and CBS’ location, and
rejects the reported location if the difference is beyond a threshold. In MBS
case, the MBS first requires the node to broadcast RF and sound signals after
given time. After that time, MBS has moved to a different location not known
by the node, and can check the reported location similarly like a CBS.

In [13, 14] Ekici et al. proposed to verify a node’s location with trusted
verifiers in the WSN. The node to be verified first floods its location in the
network, with a hop count field. Each verifier can get both the distance and hop
count between the node and verifier (a value pair). Then each verifier computes
two probabilities: one represents the probability such value pair occurs with,
and another represents the verifier’s confidence. Finally a central node (e.g.,
a designated verifier) collects the information from all verifiers and decides to
accept or reject the location.
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5.3 Comparison of location verification solutions

We show the comparison of existing solutions in Table 2 in respect of type,
resistance to attacks, and additional hardware. We can find that all the solu-
tions can defeat the range-change, false reported location, and impersonation
attacks. However, only DB [6] can defeat the wormhole attack, because it re-
lies on the traveling time of RF signal, which cannot be reduced even by a
wormhole link. Some single-position verification algorithms do not need any
additional hardware [12, 21, 55]; however, in-region verification algorithms
usually need additional hardware to represent the region to be protected or
verified.

Which verification strategy is better (one-by-one verification or batch veri-
fication) depends on the application scenario. One-by-one verification systems
usually are more energy efficient than batch verification systems when we only
want to verify some critical nodes, e.g., a node which just detected and reported
an important event. However batch-verification systems are more appropriate
when we want to verify all the nodes at one time.

6 Conclusions and open research problems

In this paper we review secure localization and location verification for WSNs
at the same time. First, we described the problems that secure localization
and location verification try to solve. Then we discussed the attacks that the
secure localization and location verification systems must confronted, and we
classified them into two kinds of attacks, elementary attacks and combinational
attacks. Finally, we described and compared typical secure localization and
location verification systems. Specially, we compared the localization results of
typical secure localization algorithms of one popular category by simulations,
and found that currently no algorithm has the best performance both under
normal condition and under attacks; existing algorithms of this category can
probably be improved.

A number of research problems remain in the fields of secure localization
and location verification. First, very few secure solutions exist for multihop
and range-based localization systems (e.g., RobustQuad [40] and Sweep [17]).
A recent work [22] is an attempt to solve the problem. Collecting information
through multipath may be also a plausible way to solve it. Second, only a
few research articles exist for secure localization in special WSNs, e.g., sparse
WSNs [17] and mobile WSNs [59]. Third, to the best of our knowledge, no
solution exists for location verification for one node at a time (i.e., one-by-one
verification), without any additional infrastructure and deployment informa-
tion. Possible solutions may utilize within-n-hop neighbors of a node.
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